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The year’s last month got off to a flying start on
its first day but in two venues. First Campo Asia
and then the clubhouse, from each of which
different levels of enjoyment were derived. First
the golf.
It is traditional for some festive clothing to be
apparent, a custom ignored by a few, acknowledged by many, and embraced by the enthusiasts, God Bless ‘em. Without them camera duty
in the pre-play car park would be a dull affair.
There are prizes up for grabs, of course, and interesting that the winners are often those most
competitive at the game we all share.

The winning buggy painstakingly designed and assembled by Carol Rees and Sonya Foster,
seen later with their just desserts.

To the relief of some, meaning me, the grass was considered dry
enough to allow buggies back on their regular pasture, so one
was able to rustily resume swinging and enjoy the late change
company of Janice Marler, as well as the planned team mem-

bers Libby Robinson and, for the first time, young Andrew Park.
A character in the making, if ever there was one! We were in
with a chance halfway round but, how shall it be put, “faded”
somewhat coming home. Those with more stamina included.

1st with 100 points l/r Peter Marler, (Wendy Hinds disguised as) Louis
Lentelink, David Moody, John Brooks
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2nd with 96 points l/r Roy Davies, Thomas Widegren, Vic
Hilliard, Iain Macaulay

Mike Tunnell’s all-guest team also
scored 96 points, and qualified for
prizes, but never appeared as a whole
unit to be captured digitally.
The Food & Beverage team had set
the Picasso Room up invitingly, cosily,
and in true festive fashion. They were
later invited “on stage” thanked verbally by Dean Moore and Monique
Peters, acting as joint MC’s., and applauded by all present. We have a
good and friendly team around us
these days.
Monique, it should be mentioned,
had flown to Dublin and back to represent the membership at Paul O’Callaghan’s funeral the previous day. She
reported on the event and then invited everyone to stand for a minute’s silence in memory of a hugely popular
and long serving member.

This year was a bit different in that
there was a DJ in attendance, plus a
hand mike available to those needing to attract attention. Such gadgets require a bit of skill and can be
occasionally overwhelming, like the
music at times. Conversation was a
bit tricky, and especially so when the
quiz needed attention and everyone
at table needed to hear what the
questions were. Iain Macaulay, self
appointed Captain Quiz on our table,
handled his end bravely but few sensible answers were forthcoming from
our “team”.. James Reid, he responsible for this mind stretching mid meal
exercise, may well have been disappointed in the low level of scoring
because, as far as could be heard, he
never announced a winning table?
The raffle prize display area was

groaning under the weight of plants,
packages and, inevitably, bottles of
festive spirit. Thanks must go to those
who donated over 1000 euros by buying tickets, but also those who organised it all, gathered in the monies, and
helped towards a profit of 576 euros.
Our thanks go especially to Dean and
Alison Moore who drove this sector
throughout.
Hats should be raised to those ladies
who went to such lengths to look colourfully and meaningfully different.
The Three Kings, Mary with little Jesus and, in stark contrast, representing the other side of the moral coin, a
dominatrix fully equipped with whip
at the ready. One picture of her in action with a compliant Santa Claus has
yet to reach the editor.

Paula Lansdowne in familiar and festive attire.

The Three Kings of Orient are Lilly Lagerwerf, Laura Thompson, and Pauline Hilliard.

Lorainne Murphy as never before seen. As far as is known.
Plus Iain Macaulay being willingly solicited.

Anne Hannam as Mary with little Jesus
in the basket.

Mrs Captain, Helena,
with nose suggesting
disapproval.

The mind boggles at the
sight of Santa Claus with
Miss Dominatrix.

Erling Johnsen, of similar vintage but clearly disappointed at not being approached.
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ROLL–UP ROLL-UP
IT’S PARTY TIME

MENS ROLL-UP SUPPER

In contrast to their male counterparts Lilly Lagerwerf’s roll-up brigade produced clear evidence of
having enjoyed their annual “celebration” as the
pictures below illustrate.

Unlike their less inhibited
Lady colleagues the Men
went quietly about their
end of season get together on the 6th. Certainly no
pictures have been forthcoming and the absence of
organiser David Wilson, on
sick leave, left something
of a hole, at least by comparison with last year. We
are talking quantity here.
Vic Hilliard, acting deputy
MC, is no shrinking violet
but was under instructions
to keep brevity in mind. It
was music night in the local
restaurant so the number
of awards was deliberately
and seriously reduced.

Also, it is quoted, “David
banged on for hours last
year so Vic was asked not
to do the same”. Which, apparently, he didn’t.
It makes a nice change to
get unsolicited reports, especially when not able to
attend personally, but again
the following article comes
without a name. Thank you
anyway.
“There were 34 roll up golfers and we were joined by
Robert Mitchell and Flavio
Papa.The prizes included
wine, balls, wine gums, liquorish allsorts and lots of
chocolate, Vic also paid for
some beer and water for

each table.
He wanted to say thank
you to the most successful
players, who helped some
lesser golfers pick up some
of the spoils during the year
and he cited Alan Jewett,
Cees Lagerwerf ,Rob Garner and Seppo Jaaskelainen
as being in this category.
After which he then called
up some of the less successful prize winners during
the year and cited Thomas
Widegren, Peter Penney,
David Evans, Alan Saunders, Brian Farmer ,Louis,Lentelink, Stuart Bewley,
Mike Fisher, Derek Steele,
Peter Robinson and himself

with extra special thanks
for Manfred.
To be fair, calling some of
the less successful winners
“rubbish” was a bit over the
top and he apologises to
anyone who was offended.
Finally, Derek turned out
with his usual sartorial elegance, so Vic gave him a bar
of fruit and nut!!” (ED. The
relevance of which is not
explained.)
The absence of photographs, lack of alcoholic
statistics, and not even a
hint of a misdemeanour,
suggest that the evening
fell short of resembling a
roll-up in a brewery.

even better if Gerry Rippinger hadn’t ripped up his
card rather than handing
it in! The unlucky ones to
miss out were our Captain,
Thomas Widegren, and
Richard Hinds.

cation and huge plate of
chips with his buddies.

END OF ANOTHER
CAMPAIGN
“A large contingent of 13
members from La Cala attended the Seniors Grand
Final which this year was
held at Baviera Golf Club.
Needless to say, that as it
was necessary to leave La
Cala at 7.00am, David Evans
declined to participate!

Paula Johnstone & Janice Marler

Sylvia Robbins & Vivienne Youngs

Caz Rosselli, Loraine Murphy, Judi Lentelink.

Susanne Valentin & Alla Macaulay
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In typical Spanish fashion the shotgun start was
put back half an hour to
9.30am to accomodate
some of the clubs that had
furthest distance to travel, a decision that had not
been communicated to
our team. Consequently
we were the first to arrive,
enabling Peter Penney to
take the ‘Captains’ parking
space adjacent to the front
door of the clubhouse.This
omission was the only negative aspect of the organisation of the day.

Whilst the fairways were as
wet as expected the greens
were in excellent condition.
Scoring for the day did not
reflect the quality of the
greens however , as the layout proved to be extremely
tricky for all of the visitors.
The competition was a Stableford event with the best
4 scores from each club
counting. Home advantage was clearly important
with Baviera winning the
day. Despite having a distinct advantage with more
players attending than any
other club, La Cala disappointingly finished half way
down the field.

A small party adjourned to
the La Cala clubhouse afterwards where they were
greeted by the returning
holidaymakers from the
Alhaurin were presented Caribbean”
once again with the trophy ED. The newsletter is infor winning the league.
debted to an anonymous
source for this report, and
Baviera proved to be excel- is in no position to queslent hosts with food and tion its validity or content.
drink aplenty to go along Other than to add the
with the card prizes, free names of those representgifts of olive oil bottles ing our club.
and sun cream along with
a complimentary gin and Arthur O’Connor, Mike
tonic bar.
Fisher, Peter Penney, Dean
Moore, Damian Murphy,
The driver of the day award Richard Hinds, Thomas
The card raffle however went to Peter Penney who Widegren, Alan Jewett, Pewas an entirely different sat quietly sipping a glass ter Marler, Gerry Rippinger,
story with 10 of our 13 at- of water allowing others David Moody, David Lanstendees picking up prizes. to enjoy themselves, even downe & Roy Davies
The result could have been sharing his red wine allo-
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EXCITING TIMES AHEAD

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This took place in Salon
Lorca (La Cala Hotel)
on Monday afternoon
December 10th. Considering the agenda lacked
any potentially controversial matters the
attendance was good.
On a par with last year,
around the 30 mark.
For Geoff Thompson,
appointed as interim
Honorary Secretary mid
year after the surprise

resignation of Judi Lentelink, it was a first. Here
at La Cala anyway. He
is far from being an innocent when it comes
to Committee matters.
His Minutes will be interesting to read and are almost certain to be with
you all before this newsletter is on line. (ED. As
indeed they were. Very
efficient.)

It would have been nice
to include a photograph
of the new team for 2019
but the lighting was in
the wrong place, plus
the acting camera person had a bit of a rare off
day.
The meeting lasted
about an hour and a
quarter and was conducted in a very amicable manner.

If your scribbler were female,
younger and fitter, “she” would
have found Captain Monique
Peter’s recent email setting out
the programme of events for
next year, very enticing. Whether a golfer or social member
there is something for all, so if
you haven’t done so already, get
yourself on her mailing list now
– Monique.peters@me.com.
Mens’ Captain Dean Moore has
yet to set out his stall but all the
signs indicate a lively and enjoyable time for members.

Captains’ Farewell Dinner

Fifty two members
and guests attended
the traditional end of
office function, held
again this year in the La
Cala Hotel. Amongst
those present were
Sean
Cortes-Real,
Robert Mitchell, and
Flavio Papa, key components of the current
Management
team.
Noticeably,
understandably, and
sadly absent was Lady
Captain Felima O’Callaghan, still in shock
after the tragic loss of
her husband Paul.
Outgoing
Captain,
Thomas
Widegren,
seen here with the

awards waiting to be
made later, presented Dean Moore and
Monique Peters, our
2019 Captains, with
their official shirts,
and then looked on
as they did likewise to
their Vice Captains to
be, Damien and Loraine Murphy.
There are formalities
to be observed on
these occasions and
the themes are therefore familiar. On behalf
of Felima and himself
Thomas thanked everyone for their support and looked back
on his year as having
been “both a privi-

lege and honour”. He
was also at pains to
“thank all of you who
have been part of the
farewell present I have
received. It is much
appreciated.”
The gift was presented
to Thomas by Dean
Moore following a
short speech in which
he thanked both Captains for all they had
done for the club
during the past year.
The main core of the
evening is always the
prize giving, these being the most important awards of the year.
Hereon the story is
best told in pictures.
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Co-winner of the Roy White Trophy was popular Judi Lentelink, a tireless
servant of the club over many years during which she has been Captain,
Secretary and still is Keeper of the Trophy Cupboards.
A well deserved reward.
The other half of the trophy now belongs to David Rogers, a very good
golfer but a retiring character, not often seen at prize givings despite earning the right to be there. David, who lives in the world of computers, is the
man responsible for creating and setting up our sign-up system which has
proven so popular amongst members.

l/r Winners of the Mixed Doubles Geoff & Laura Thompson, with
runners up Wendy Warren13 & Alan Jewett.

Ladies Doubles winners were Wendy Warren and the
absent Mary Evans, Wendy here flanked by runners up
Loraine Murphy(l) and Sonya Foster (r)

Mens Doubles wiiners Vic Hilliard minus partner Peter
Bradley, with runner up Thomas Widegren minus partner
Peter Edstrom.

Ladies Singles runner up Loraine Murphy
minus winner Kate Bradley.

l/r Mens’ Singles winner Derek Steele,
with runner up Rob Garner.

l/r Ladies Medal winner Judi Lentelink
with runner up Monique Peters

l/r Mens’ Medal Runner-up Roy Davies minus winner
Peter Edstrom, for whom the Captain deputised.

Stableford League awards to l/r Isabella Rippinger(3rd), Jill
Davies(Ist) and Laura Thompson(2nd).

Stableford League Mens’ awards to Cees Lagerwerf (1st),
Derek Steele (2nd), and Mike Fisher (3rd).

WHAT RESULTS?
It may have been noticed that
there has been little or no
comment on competitions
thus far, and we are midway
through the month almost.

been “published” on the web
site, and in more detail. We
also had a rare occurrence in
that play on Sunday 9th was
of a “social” nature with no
prizes at stake. Just as well beThis is due to a variety of rea- cause play was very slow, besons but basically my non in- ing tucked in behind the Alps
volvement coupled with no Tour.
prize givingsand therefore no
pictures.
Some came off after nine.
Others played the same nine
A third factor, and one to be twice. All in good time though
addressed before a new year to get “dressed up” for the evedawns, is whether to include ning’s do.
results which have already
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l/r Peter Marler 35, Alan Jewett 33, Iain Macaulay 33. Top three men on Europa, Tuesday the 4th.

Unfortunately none of the ladies were at the relevant photo
shoot but were Paula Lansdowne 34, Arlene Doyle 31, Hazel
Gilchrist 31.
Whilst on the subject of competitions it would be remiss of me
not to draw attention to Tuesday 11th’s Medal when there were
some very impressive scores. Ursula Wetzel made it clear that
she is back, with a nett 69 to prove it. Closely followed by Carol
Rees(72) and Caz Rosselli(74).

Richard Hinds got a Hole-in-One on America’s 8th hole and, thanks to his
own foresight, we do have a relevant picture.

On the other side of the hormone fence still sprightly Louis Lentelink edged out Iain Macaulay on handicap, both recording
nett 73. Chris Slattery, whose form continues good, shot 74. It
was a great showing by Iain, now 87, who, when asked what he
was “on” these days, put it down to having cashed in his free
lesson voucher with Murdo McCorquodale who spent most of
the time correcting his set up when addressing the ball. This and
a 400 mgm Ibuprofen tablet.

l/r Caz & Ursula

The mood of the prize giving was saddened by the announcement of the
death of former member Ron Sullivan at home in England. He and his wife,
the late Edna, were very popular members for a long period of time. We
hope to be able to include more about him before going to press.
December’s competitions came to an end on Europa, Saturday 29th, when
The Captain’s team did battle with that of the Vice Captain. The result was
a convincing 6-2 in favour of the VC’s squad, the lower score being made
up of four halved matches, each earning half a point. One of which, pleasingly for Thomas Widegren in his farewell appearance as Captain, was with
his 11 year old grandson, Maximillian, as his partner.

The hero is centre stage.

The Texas Pairs on Europa 15/12 saw a very small field in action,
and not as many December prize winners on parade as we had
hoped. The first three home were>
l/r Iain, Louis, (no Chris).

The winning team, each having earned a bottle of wine, were more than happy to pose for a picture afterwards.
1st 61.0 Wendy Hinds & Rob Garner

Tuesday 18th saw a welcome return to golfing action on my part in company with Martin and Ultan
Whelan, father and son,
making an overdue visit.
Plus, a late surprise, in the
youthful shape of Joseph
Berbner, whose parents
bought a property in the
Horizon community earlier in the year. Joseph is 16,
still at college, and took
up golf just three years
ago. He now plays off a 10
handicap. Although the
conditions were favourable
none of us troubled the top

2nd 61.7 Wendy Warren & Peter Marler

sector of the leaderboard
where Mike Robbins stole
the headlines with an impressive 38 points. David
Gilchrist was one back on
37 with ever reliable Rob
Garner 0n 36. Such consistency off his low handicap?
In contrast there was no
such close finish in the Ladies section where Janice
Marler romped home well
ahead of the field with 38
points. Jill Davies and Laura Thompson followed her
home, both on 31. Saturday
the 22nd was a wonderful day in terms of weath-

er but much less so as far
as your camera man was
concerned. He beavered
away as usual, a bit puzzled by some sounds coming from his fairly new bit
of kit, but it was not untill
he got home and came to
download his efforts that
all became clear. The flash
card was still in the back of
the computer and not in
the camera!! Senility creeps
ever closer. So, apologies to
those who rightly should
have been smiling at you
about now. These should
have included Tuesday’s
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3rd 62.1 Caz Rosselli & Richard Ledgard

stars, a nice one of Damien
Murphy seemingly swigging from a bottle of Jameson’s under the cover of the
preposterous hat worn for
the day, and all the day’s
winners who were>
1st with 58.4 points Peter &
Janice Marler, Frank & Paula Johnstone(guests).
2nd with 60.0 points James
Reid, Anders Engstrom,
Louis Lentelink & Richard
Hinds.
3rd with 60.5 points Loraine
Murphy, Alan Jewett, Michael Robbins (three ball
only.)
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ALPS TOUR

POOR MR.WEBMASTER
Right out of the blue comes news that
Jose Miguel Lopez,, who has become a
good friend since we started working on
the newsletter together, has had a pacemaker fitted and will be out of action for
at least a month. This comes as something of a shock because he is a pretty fit
person who recently ran in the Malaga
marathon. We wish you well soon, Jose.

Apart from watching some of
the action on America’s 16th
from the warmth of my study
this event has passed me by.
Involvement, assistance, learning by watching, all denied by
a microscopic creature of some
kind squatting somewhere
within me. The following is
cribbed from the Resort’s offi-

cial website.
“For a seventh year running, the
renowned La Cala Resort played
host to some of the rising stars
of world golf in December’s
Alps Tour Qualifying School.
The event was won by 20-yearold local talent Angel Hidalgo
while Javier Ballesteros, son of
the legendary Seve Ballesteros,
was among the successful graduates.
A total of 38 players gained full
playing rights for the 2019 Alps
Tour at La Cala Resort, with Angel Hidalgo from nearby Marbella leading the way. He posted a superb three-round score
of 14-under-par over La Cala’s
Asia and America courses.”

Flavio Papa and Angel Hidalgo

BIRTH OF THE NEW
RULES
As we cross into a new year
so will we meet up with
the greatly amended rules
under which we will now
play. Some are clearly not
unhappy to see the old

ones go! “They were the
most arcane set of rules
governing any sport, so
impenetrable and lacking
in common sense it was
hardly surprising that even
the world’s finest were frequently caught out. No

longer. In 2019, we will see
the most radical changes to
the Rules of Golf for more
than 60 years.”
Thanks to David Wilson’s
well structured classes
we are, or should be, well
versed in what to do and

jackperry27@gmail.com
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what not to do. But, as ever,
time will tell.
Meanwhile, it is time to say
goodbye to 2018 and wish
all Members and Management a Very Happy,
Healthy and Peaceful year
ahead.

